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The only BREAKOUT scanner that I use day in and out...

for both LONG TERM BREAKOUTS and...

POSITIONAL TRADES based on the CCI Indicator■

Ready to learn how I use it?

Let's go■...

1■ Since the scanners are based on CCI, let's learn what's CCI first ■

The most important diagnostic tool for me that signals turning point in stocks. It’s very simple to understand, so give it a try

after watching the video.

https://t.co/zJNTxD1aa6

2■ The LONG TERM breakout scanner which is based on the weekly timeframe is simple and can be used to identify

- Positional trades

- Multibagger Ideas (don't forget to check the rules in 3)
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3■ Rules to find LONG TERM breakouts■

4■ Watch the details in this video as to how to use this LONG TERM breakout scanner.

CCI based breakout scanner to identify swing trades/positional trades/investment ideas. With some effort you can find the

next potential multibagger!

https://t.co/Jnum1soExp

https://t.co/Jnum1soExp


5■ The SHORT TERM breakout scanner based on daily is even simpler and can be used to identify

- Swing trades

- Positional trades

6■ Rules to find SHORT TERM breakouts ■

Tell me what's the difference in LONG TERM & SHORT TERM - though minor can be very useful!



7■ Watch the details in this video as to how to use this SHORT TERM breakout scanner.

https://t.co/Jnum1soExp

8■ Now that you've watched the video and understood the rules here is the scanner link itself ■

If you want me to make a thread on how I use the reversal scanner let me know in the comments!

https://t.co/KfKc7V0nGD

9■ If you've read still here don't forget to watch this video where I explain how to increase conviction in picking and holding

stocks■

https://t.co/O9phWlyUYZ

Learnt something? If yes, please■

1. Retweet the first tweet https://t.co/hnkOkTV4GP

2. Follow @dmdsplyinvestor

3. Subscribe to my YouTube channel for more content! https://t.co/yNCTzHWpi6
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